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Abstract—Multi-agent collaborative perception depends on
sharing sensory information to improve perception accuracy
and robustness, as well as to extend coverage. However, most
collaborative perception methods ignore the limitations of com-
munication networks, such as limited bandwidth and the possi-
bility of wireless conflicts. To fill this gap, this paper proposes
BlindSpotEliminator, a conflict-free scheduler over the cellular-
V2X networks for supporting practical collaborative point cloud
perception to eliminate blind spots. BlindSpotEliminator first
identifies the blind spots for each vehicle, then lists the corre-
sponding conflict relationships based on the distribution of the
blind spots and communication conflicts, and finally designs an
optimized point cloud data transmission strategy to eliminate
the blind spots of each vehicle. Extensive experiments show
that compared with greedy algorithm and random methods,
BlindSpotEliminator achieves better efficiency, i.e., transmitting
20% more point cloud data.

Index Terms—collaborative perception, point cloud data trans-
mission, optimization strategy, Cellular V2X

I. INTRODUCTION

As a crucial aspect of autonomous driving, perception is
responsible for obtaining and analyzing environmental infor-
mation to enable the vehicle to detect other traffic participants.
Equipped with on-board sensors such as LiDAR, cameras,
and other equipment, autonomous driving vehicles achieve
a comprehensive and robust real-time perception of their
surrounding traffic environment, e.g., FADNet [1], Pointformer
[2], Pixor [3], TDRF [4]. Traditionally, autonomous driving
perception technology has been centered around single vehi-
cle intelligence. However, with industry development, single
vehicle perception technology has encountered bottlenecks,
such as the inability of perceiving blocked or distant objects.
These limitations render it challenging for a single vehicle
to effectively perceive the surrounding traffic environment,
potentially leading to traffic accidents. To overcome these
challenges, collaborative perception [5], e.g. Who2com [6],
Federated Vehicular Transformers [7], FSCOD [8], takes ad-
vantage of network communication capabilities. By leveraging
sensory data from multiple vehicles, this approach significantly
enhances the perception range of each vehicle and reduces
uncertainty in the perception process. By analyzing collective
data, vehicles can better understand their surroundings and
make more informed decisions [9].

Nevertheless, most collaborative perception methods ignore
the limitations of communication networks. Vehicles generate

vast amounts of data during driving, such as point cloud data,
pictures, and depth of field pictures, with data redundancy
between different vehicles. Although paper [10] considers
the limitations of communication networks, it focuses more
on how to address data corruption caused by the attenua-
tion of wireless networks. We consider using Cellular V2X
communication network to address this issue. Cellular V2X
[11], or ”Cellular Vehicle to Everything” communication, is
an emerging technology that utilizes and enhances existing
LTE functionality and network elements to facilitate V2X
message exchange. Specifically, in addition to traditional up-
link/downlink connections, LTE V2X enables device-to-device
(D2D) mode through the LTE PC5 interface based on the
12th Neighbor Discovery Service. This interface provides D2D
communication called sidelink (SL), which reuses parts of the
uplink frame and supports allocation mode 3. In mode 3, the
transmission on the sidelink is authorized by the network, mak-
ing it a centralized approach. The standard provides freedom
for SL scheduling in mode 3, which manages and allocates
sidelink resources under cellular network coverage. This paper
utilizes this advantage to develop an efficient collision-free
method for reserved resource allocation mode 3 in cellular
V2X.

While Cellular-V2X communication networks offer high
bandwidth and low latency, they may face limitations in
transmitting all the data associated with complex traffic scenar-
ios. This becomes particularly evident when multiple vehicles
attempt to transmit data simultaneously, leading to interference
and decreased data transfer rates. Hence, designing an efficient
data scheduling algorithm specifically for collaborative per-
ception scenarios is essential to transmit as much meaningful
data as possible while avoiding communication collisions. De-
signing an efficient data scheduling algorithm for collaborative
perception using Cellular-V2X communication network meets
the following challenges:

• What data format to choose for transmission? The choice
of data format for transmission would depend on factors
such as the nature of the data, the bandwidth available,
and the desired level of accuracy. For example, point
cloud data may provide a more detailed representation of
the environment [12], but may require more bandwidth
than images. Therefore, a trade-off needs to be made



between the level of detail required and the available
bandwidth.

• What data should be transmitted by each vehicle? Due
to the possibility that different vehicles may observe
redundant point cloud data, transmitting all of this data
can result in a wastage of communication resources.
Therefore, it is essential to develop a scheme that can
choose which area of data to transmit to other vehicles
for each vehicle. This can involve designing algorithms or
protocols that consider factors such as the relevance and
importance of the data and the available communication
bandwidth.

• Considering the relationship of wireless conflicts, how
to schedule these data to be transmitted in the com-
munication network and effectively avoid communica-
tion collisions? To schedule the data transmission, it is
necessary to consider the communication conflicts that
may arise due to multiple vehicles trying to transmit
data simultaneously. To avoid collisions, a scheduling
algorithm needs to be designed to take into account the
availability of communication channels, the priority of the
data, and the distance between the vehicles.

This paper proposes an innovative algorithm called
BlindSpotEliminator for conflict-free communication resource
allocation. BlindSpotEliminator is specifically designed for
the framework defined by the cellular V2X standard. We
choose to transmit raw point cloud data as the selected data
format to ensure efficient data transmission. Additionally,
BlindSpotEliminator defines the blind spot of each vehicle,
which helps identify the areas that require special attention
during communication. Then BlindSpotEliminator defines the
mapping relationship between communication resources and
links, as well as a conflict graph describing the entire commu-
nication conflict topology. Furthermore, due to the scarcity
of V2X resources, resource reuse opportunities should be
utilized in cellular V2X. In other words, BlindSpotEliminator
must consider the reuse of the same communication resources
by interference-free links. Based on this, BlindSpotEliminator
designed an optimization strategy for complex traffic scenes
to transmit as much valuable point cloud data as possible
and eliminate blind spots while considering resource reuse to
maximize resource utilization efficiency.

Furthermore, we evaluate the effectiveness of BlindSpotE-
liminator in complex traffic scenarios using the Carla sim-
ulator. We use the simulator data to evaluate BlindSpotE-
liminator and design corresponding metric for collaborative
perception. We also include greedy and random allocation
algorithms as baselines for comparison. Our experimental
results show that BlindSpotEliminator not only enhances the
perception range but also achieve higher communication re-
source utilization rate. Furthermore, we evaluate the effective-
ness of BlindSpotEliminator in complex traffic scenarios using
the Carla simulator. We use the simulator data to evaluate
BlindSpotEliminator and design corresponding metrics for
collaborative perception. We also include greedy and ran-

dom allocation algorithms as baselines for comparison. Our
experimental results show that BlindSpotEliminator enhances
the perception range and achieves a higher communication
resource utilization rate.

II. RELEATED WORKS

Communication scheduling algorithms play a crucial role in
V2X communication and have garnered significant attention
from academia and industry in recent years. These algorithms
are responsible for efficiently managing communication re-
sources. Currently, there are three main types of scheduling
algorithms for vehicular communication:

1) Multi-agent reinforcement learning: In [13], a deep re-
inforcement learning-based SPS (RL-SPS) algorithm is
proposed using multi-agent learning to help agents select
suitable wireless resources and reduce packet collisions.
In CommNet [14], an attention module is placed to mea-
sure the importance of other agents’ data, which decides
the communication target. In the collaborative percep-
tion scenario, When2com [15] uses self-attention and
cross-attention to determine whom to communicate with.
Software-defined networking (SDN) [16] utilizes cen-
tralized intelligence to manage and allocate communica-
tion resources. Based on SDN, [17] models point cloud
resource scheduling as a partially observable Markov
decision process (POMDP) and uses value iteration to
optimize network, caching, and computing jointly. Due
to the complex coupling of point cloud resources, it is
challenging for the central controller to know in ad-
vance how its actions affect system performance. Thus,
[18] proposes a deep reinforcement learning (DRL)-
based resource orchestration method that enables the
central controller to learn effective policies through trial
and error search. SMORL [19] integrates three key
components, namely a computationally efficient model-
based trajectory optimizer to reduce cost. [20] leverages
monocular camera data to assist in the perception of
LiDAR data.

2) Modeling optimization: In [21], the original scene topol-
ogy graph is constructed as a three-level subtree, where
the first-level child nodes communicate with the network
management node, and the second-level child nodes are
multiple non-conflicting nodes that complete commu-
nication by invoking the parent node’s communication
ability. [22] proposes a directed conflict graph and undi-
rected coexistence graph-based method for calculating
the communication order of vehicles and respectively
employs depth-first search and minimum clique cover
algorithm to compute the optimal order. Based on SDN,
[23] converts the current traffic communication relation-
ship into a conflict graph and transforms the problem
into finding the maximum independent set problem
to minimize the overall network communication delay.
[24] transforms the original problem into the traveling
salesman problem and attempts to find the minimum
number of communication channels to meet as many



communication requirements as possible. In [25], the
communication topology of the highway traffic scenario
is established as an inherent ordered tree structure. The
delay perception in LTE frames is used as the scheduling
metric, and the problem is transformed into a shortest
path problem to minimize overall communication delay.
In [26], the Lyapunov optimization theory is integrated
into the long-term dynamic resource allocation frame-
work.

3) Integer programming: The central idea of this type of
method is to transform the resource scheduling prob-
lem into an optimization problem based on the con-
straints and requirements of the current scenario. In
[27], the overall transmission plan is transformed into
a maximum-minimum optimization problem based on
the conflict graph to reduce the required communication
resources and transmission delay. [28] transforms the
problem of finding the minimum number of channels
into a binary optimization problem, intending to min-
imize the number of communication channels required
to meet the vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication
scenario. [29] finds a set of non-conflicting scheduling
plans in a multicast environment and transforms the
problem of minimizing the end-to-end delay into an
integer programming problem. [30] proposes a joint
autonomous resource selection and scheduling resource
allocation method to maximize the total information
value of all users and achieve the highest overall re-
source utilization. Paper [31] includes a multi-access
edge computing system to address the issue of long
computation time in integer programming.

In addition to the three methods mentioned earlier, there
are other approaches. For example, in [32], a single Dynamic
Bayesian Network (DBN) is used to jointly model the topology
to avoid collisions. Paper [33] employs Model predictive con-
trol (MPC) using randomized optimization to address various
communication control problems. The paper [35] proposes
a Radar-Communication (R-Comm) algorithm which enables
connected vehicles to use a fraction of radar resources for
vehicular communication based on the traffic density. The
paper [34] uses trajectory analysis of surrounding vehicles to
evaluate risk and prevent communication collisions.

Although existing methods can achieve communication
resource allocation, some issues still need to be addressed.
First, the data may have redundancy, which requires avoiding
transmitting the same data from different vehicles. Second,
the data to be transmitted needs to be clearly defined. In
real-world traffic scenarios, it is necessary to transmit blind
spot data for autonomous vehicles. Finally, most of these
methods assume that communication resources are not limited,
but communication resources are always limited in real traffic
scenarios. To address the mentioned issues, this paper first
defines blind spots from the perspective of point cloud data
to clarify the data that needs to be transmitted. Then, this
paper designs a set of optimized transmission strategies, which

considers reducing data redundancy, communication resource
reuse, and communication conflict avoidance to minimize
blind spots.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. LTE Frame Structure

Each LTE frame is divided into time slots in the time
domain and resource blocks (RB) in the frequency domain,
with two consecutive time slots forming a subframe. We define
a transmission block (TB) as the smallest unit of resources that
can be allocated to the V2X sidelink in a 20MHz channel.
Each TB is a block of n contiguous RBs in a subframe, and
thus, the two dimensions of the resource space are the channel
and TB. For proper transmission, each data packet must be
associated with a control information (CI) field containing
essential control data such as the time slot and RB where
the packet begins, its length, and source and destination node
addresses. The CI occupies a fixed number of contiguous RBs
in a subframe and may be sent adjacent to the data packet
or in another designated portion. We define packet scheduling
as contiguous if all requests are assigned to contiguous TBs.
Due to the V2X standard configuration, such subsequent
assignments result in minimum CI. This is in contrast to non-
contiguous scheduling, which allows splitting the data packet
into separate TBs and results in CI overhead. In this paper, we
limit the scheduler to non-contiguity. Although non-contiguity
may increase CI overhead, contiguous allocation increases
overall computational complexity, making the system unable
to meet real-time requirements.

B. Point Cloud Data and Blind Spots

This paper focuses on the perception task of LiDAR-based
object detection, as the unified 3D space naturally allows for
the aggregation of multiple LiDAR scans. Each LiDAR Ni can
periodically generate point clouds Pi =

{
p1

i , p2
i , . . .

}
, where

p j
i = [x,y,z,r], and (x,y,z) is the 3D coordinates and r is the

reflectance intensity.
Inspired by object detection algorithms that significantly im-

prove detection accuracy using point cloud data, e.g., Voxnet
[36], Voxelnet [37], PointPillars [38], RangeSeg [39], which
partitions the entire point cloud data into multiple equally sized
cubic grids. We adopt a similar approach to model the traffic
scene and divide it into multiple equally sized cubic grids,
representing all grid numbers in the current scene. Each grid
o contains a certain number of points and can be represented
as (x,y,Po

i ), where x and y denote the location of the grid, and
Po

i is the set of points belonging to grid o. At the same time,
we limit the number of points in each grid based on the lessons
learned from detection algorithms, which is represented as
Pmax. We set Pmax in advance, and for grids with data exceeding
Pmax, We randomly sample Pmax points. We consider zero
padding for the grids with a point count lower than Pmax to
make the point cloud count consistent for all grids, which is
to facilitate the subsequent object detection algorithm.

After voxelizing the entire region, it is necessary to de-
termine which grids are blind spots. Suppose there are two



vehicles, vehicle A and vehicle B. If vehicle B can observe
the point cloud data of grid o and the number of point cloud
data observed by B exceeds or is equal to Pmax. However,
vehicle A cannot observe any points, and then we add grid o
to the list LB

A(symbol LB
A represents the list of grids that can be

observed by vehicle B but not by vehicle A). For vehicle A,
the continuous area composed of several grids in LB

A is a blind
spot for vehicle A. Since a vehicle may exchange data with
multiple vehicles, a blind spot in the perspective of one vehicle
may be observed by different vehicles simultaneously. We use
the set Bi =

{
b0,1

i ,b0,2
i , . . . ,b j,k

i

}
to represent the blind spot of

vehicle i, where the element b j,k
i =

{
o1,o2, . . . ,o j

}
represents

the set of grids observed by vehicle j about the blind spot k.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Collaborative Perception Process

Our scenario involves an edge computing node responsible
for coordinating point cloud data communication among all
intelligent vehicles at a crowded urban intersection, as shown
in the figure. The intelligent vehicles are all equipped with
LiDAR and are willing to share their point cloud data with
other vehicles to enhance overall collaborative perception. The
entire collaborative perception service process can be divided
into the following parts:

• Upload phase: In each time slot, all collaborative percep-
tion participants (i.e., intelligent vehicles that are willing
and capable of participating in collaborative perception)
first upload the distribution of their observed point cloud
data to the edge computing node. Because only the point
cloud data distribution needs to be uploaded rather than
the raw data, the overall data volume is significantly
reduced, and the transmission delay is reduced to mil-
liseconds.

• Computing phase: After receiving the data distribution
from all vehicles, the edge computing node uses an
optimization strategy to command pairwise data trans-
mission among intelligent vehicles, reducing the number
of blind spots observed by vehicles while ensuring that
communication links do not collide.

• Transmission phase: The edge computing node delivers
the corresponding point cloud data transmission scheme
to the corresponding vehicles, which then communicate
with other vehicles according to the scheme.

• Object detection phase: The vehicles combine the re-
ceived point cloud data from other vehicles with their
own observed point cloud data, call the object detection
algorithm to process the complete data, and obtain more
accurate and robust object detection results.

In order to ensure that the point cloud data from different
vehicles can be merged together, it is necessary for all the
collaborative perception participants to have strictly uniform
grid sizes and distribution patterns. Moreover, the coordinate
systems of the point cloud data observed by different vehicles
may not be consistent, so an affine transformation is needed
to align the coordinate systems of the point cloud data from

all the intelligent vehicles. For simplicity, the set of grids is
denoted as O. Each participant i can observe a subset of pillars
Oi ⊆O, and the set of points in pillar o∈Oi is Po

i . Participants
cooperatively disseminate points to each other, for broadening
the perception range and enhancing detection accuracy and
robustness.

B. System Model

Based on the scenario described, the transmission phase
is divided into a set of time slots T = {1,2, . . . ,T}, which
contains T time slots. The length of each time slot is consistent
with the fixed size of an LTE frame time slot for Cellular
V2X communication. Therefore, the amount of point cloud
data transmitted by a single resource block in a single time
slice is fixed, and Ns represents the number of points that a
single resource block can carry in a time slot. In the original
LTE frame, assigning communication resources requires de-
termining the communication frequency and the correspond-
ing resource block number. To simplify the calculation, we
unify the resource blocks and obtain a set R = {1,2, . . . ,r},
where the total number of resource blocks is equal to r. To
ensure communication quality, we limit communication to
only intelligent vehicles within a distance le. An intelligent
vehicle’s effective communication range may contain multiple
intelligent vehicles. We obtain a set of communication links
C = {c1,c2, . . . ,cm}. For any element c j in the set, it describes
a communication link from one vehicle to another vehicle. We
use set d = {d1,d2, . . . ,dm} to represent each link’s required
number of resource blocks. For any element d j belonging to
set d, it should be a natural number.

For any given time slot t, the edge computing node directs
the vehicles to transmit as much valuable point cloud data
as possible between them, based on the current distribution
of point cloud data of the intelligent vehicles in the scene
and communication resource constraints. This process is deter-
mined by a set of optimization strategies designed in this paper.
The optimization calculation times is equal to the number of
time slots in the transmission phase. In a single optimization
calculation, the following constraints exist:

1) Demand calculation: Before calculation, we need to
calculate the demand for resource blocks based on the
blind spots of each vehicle. For a link from vehicle i to
vehicle j, the communication resource demand should
be the total amount of point cloud data from all the
blind spots that vehicle j cannot observe but vehicle i can
observe. Therefore, we use the set D= {D1,D2, . . . ,Dm}
to represent the point cloud data demand for a commu-
nication link.

Dq = Pmax ∗ ∑
∀b j,k

i ∈Bi

|b j,k
i |,cq = i → j (1)

dq = ⌊
Dq

Ns
⌋,1 ≤ q ≤ m (2)

2) Resource block allocation: We use the symbol xi, j to
indicate that resource block i is allocated to link j, and



the value of xi, j is either 0 or 1. 0 represents that resource
block i is allocated to link j, and vice versa represents
unallocated.

0 ≤ xi, j ≤ 1, i ∈ R,c j ∈ C (3)

3) Resource demand constraint: We use the symbol y j to
represent the required number of resource blocks for link
j. The number of resource blocks allocated to link j can
be at most its demand. We use a set Z = {z1,z2, . . . ,zm}
to represent whether a link is activated, and the range
of any element in the set Z is 0 or 1. For z j Z, its
value equal to 1 represents that link j is activated; on
the contrary, it means that j is not activated.

y j = ∑
∀i∈R

xi, j,c j ∈ C (4)

y j ≤ d j,c j ∈ C (5)
z j = sign(y j),c j ∈ C (6)

where sign() is Signum function.
4) Conflict avoidance: To avoid communication conflicts

in the Cellular V2X network, we must consider two
conflicts that may occur during communication. The first
type of conflict is that a vehicle cannot send and receive
data simultaneously within a time slot. The second type
of conflict, known as distance-based conflict, occurs
when multiple data senders exist within the conflict
range of the data receiver. In this case, each data sender
must use a different resource block to avoid conflicts.
The distance parameter lc defines the conflict range.
To better represent the conflict relationships, this paper
introduces a conflict graph Gc = (V,ε f ,εs) to depict
the two types of conflicts mentioned earlier. The node
set of the conflict graph V = {1,2, . . . ,m} represents
communication links, where the length of V is the same
as the length of C, while the edge set ε f indicate whether
there is a first conflict relationship between two links
and edge set εs indicate the second conflict relationship.
We denote the conflict relationship in terms of the first
conflict of the second conflict as G f

c (i, j) and Gs
c(i, j),

respectively, where it is true if link i is a conflict with
link j. In particular, the value of G f

c (i, i) and Gs
c( j, j)

are always false. Thus, we obtain the new constraint
expressions:

z j ∧ zk = 0, i f G f
c ( j,k) = 1,∀ j ∈ V,∀k ∈ V (7)

xi, j ∧ xi,k = 0, i f Gs
c( j,k) = 1,∀i ∈ R,∀ j,k ∈ V (8)

where ∧ stands for AND symbol.
5) Optimization object: given that redundant point cloud

data has been removed during demand calculation and
that the allocation of resource blocks to each commu-
nication link has been ensured to avoid conflicts, the
optimization objective is to maximize the total number
of resource blocks allocated to all communication links.
Symbolically, we can express this objective as follows:

max ∑
1≤i≤m

di (9)

s.t.(1),(2),(3),(4),(5),(6),(7),(8)

V. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we compare BlindSpotEliminator with
greedy and random contention algorithms. Section V-A
presents the two comparison methods’ specific details and
evaluation metrics. Section V-B provides the Quantitative
Evaluation of the three methods. Section V-C explains the
superiority of BlindSpotEliminator by implementing specific
details.

Fig. 1: The bird’s-eye view photograph.

A. Comparison Algorithm and Metric

There are two methods used for comparison. The first
method is the greedy algorithm, which sorts all possible
transmission links in descending order based on their valuable
point cloud data size. It then selects the link with the highest
data size and assigns communication resources to it, provided
it does not conflict with previously allocated links. If there
is a conflict, it is skipped, and the process continues until all
links have been traversed. The second method is a randomized
algorithm, which randomly sorts all possible transmission
links and traverses them from the beginning. Communication
resources are assigned if a link does not conflict with already
allocated links. Otherwise, it is skipped.

To effectively evaluate the scheduling performance of dif-
ferent scheduling algorithms, we use the total number of
transmitted points to assess the scheduling effectiveness. This
metric allows us to measure the extent to which the scheduling
algorithms address blind spots, ensuring that each transmit-
ted point belongs to an area the receiver cannot perceive.
Considering the half-duplex constraint, where each vehicle
can only exchange data with another vehicle in a time slot,
we can ensure that each transmission avoids redundant data.
Before each transmission, blind spots are recalculated to
prevent redundancy. Given that every transmitted point holds
significance, we utilize the total number of transmitted points
as the comprehensive evaluation metric.

B. Quantitative Evaluation

To illustrate the transmission efficiency of the BlindSpotE-
liminator in a complex traffic scenario, we designed a complex
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(a) Line graph of the number of transmitted points as
time slot quantity varies.
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(b) Line graph of number of transmitted points as V2X
communication range varies.
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(c) Line graph of number of transmission points as
resource block quantity varies.
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(d) Line graph of number of transmission points as
vehicle quantity varies.

Fig. 2: Four comparison charts among three algorithms.

city roundabout scene with 80 vehicles in the CARLA simula-
tor. As shown in figure 1, all vehicles in the scene are equipped
with LiDAR and have V2X communication capabilities for
collaborative perception. We collected point cloud data for all
vehicles in this scenario and applied BlindSpotEliminator as
well as two comparative methods on this data

Many factors determine the number of points to be trans-
mitted, such as vehicle density, communication range, and
resource block number. To reduce the randomness of single
computations, we performed 15 calculations under the same
conditions and calculated the number of transmitted points
after each transmission. Figure 2(a) shows that BlindSpotE-
liminator outperforms the greedy algorithm and transmits 20%
more point cloud data than the random algorithm under the
best-case scenario. Secondly, we found that the number of
transmitted points decreases with increased communication
time slots. We believe this is due to the gradually decreasing
number of communication blind spots available as time slots
increase, leading to an increased likelihood of communication
conflicts.

We conducted several comparative experiments to investi-
gate the impact of the Cellular V2X communication range
on the overall transmission point count. As shown in figure
2(b), we set up comparison experiments with communication
ranges from 40 to 100 meters. After the experiments, we

found that the number of transmitted points decreased as
the communication distance increased. We speculate that this
phenomenon occurs because the increase in communication
distance significantly increases the likelihood of communi-
cation conflicts, thereby reducing the number of transmitted
points.

Additionally, we conducted experiments to study the impact
of resource block quantity on the number of transmitted points.
As shown in figure 2(c), we set up comparative experiments
with resource block quantities ranging from 15 to 55. We
found that the number of transmitted points increased with
an increase in resource block quantity, which is an expected
result. However, due to the randomness of the random trans-
mission method, there were occasional instances where an
increase in resource block quantity decreased the number of
transmitted points.

Finally, we conducted corresponding experiments to inves-
tigate the effect of the number of vehicles on the transmitted
point cloud data. As shown in figure 2(d), we set up compara-
tive experiments with vehicle numbers ranging from 40 to 100.
After the experiment, we found that the transmitted point cloud
data increases with the increase in the number of vehicles.
However, it should be noted that for BlindSpotEliminator and
the random algorithm, the rate of increase in transmitted point
cloud data is gradually slowing down. We believe that the



reason for this phenomenon is that with the increase in vehicle
density, there are more links, which leads to an increase in
the overall transmitted point cloud data. However, too much
vehicle density can lead to a higher probability of conflicts,
which slows the rate of increase in transmitted point cloud
data.

C. Qualitative Evaluation

In order to better illustrate the research significance of this
paper, we designed a simplified specific scenario. As shown
in figure 3(a), four vehicles, A, B, C, and D, can participate
in collaborative perception at a roundabout intersection in a
city (solid-line circles in the figure represent the vehicles,
and the dashed-line areas represent blind spots). These four
vehicles are all equipped with LiDAR and have the ability to
share their point cloud data with other vehicles. Vehicle A is
obstructed by two vehicles in front and to its right and cannot
directly observe vehicles B and C. In addition, there are two
blind spots, a and b, in its field of view. Furthermore, due to
the obstruction of the central roundabout, vehicle A cannot
observe the relevant information of vehicle D and blind spot
c.

Similarly, figure 3(b) shows the BEV representation of the
point cloud data for vehicles A, B, C, and D. The possible
locations of the corresponding vehicles are indicated by solid-
line boxes in the image. In the BEV representation of vehicle
A, it is evident that there is no point cloud data observable
in the blind spots a, b, and c, which are represented by blank
areas in the image.

To enhance the effectiveness of collaborative perception, we
employed the BlindSpotEliminator in this scenario. After five
time slots of transmission, figure 3(c) shows the BEV repre-
sentation of the point cloud data for vehicle A. To demonstrate
the degree of communication resource conservation achieved
by the BlindSpotEliminator, figure 3(d) shows the BEV rep-
resentation of the overall fusion of the point cloud data for
vehicles A, B, C, and D. In figure 3(c), it can be observed
that vehicle A has acquired most of the point cloud data in
the blind spots a, b and c. However, compared to figure 3(d),
it has not acquired some unimportant information. Therefore,
BlindSpotEliminator enables autonomous vehicles to obtain
blind spot point cloud data while conserving communication
resources, resulting in a better collaborative perception effect.

VI. CONCLUSION

BlindSpotEliminator considers various factors, including the
distribution of vehicle blind spots and communication network
conflict relationships. The aim is to maximize the utilization of
communication resources, eliminate the number of blind spots,
and improve the overall efficiency of collaborative percep-
tion in vehicular scenarios. Our method outperforms random
and greedy algorithms, even in complex traffic scenarios.
To further validate the reliability of BlindSpotEliminator, we
conducted experiments using the Carla simulator, generating
complex and specific traffic scenarios.

However, there are still areas for improvement in this
paper. First, there is room for optimization in the modeling
process. BlindSpotEliminator requires hundreds of seconds to
calculate the optimal solution in large-scale traffic scenarios
(referring to scenarios with hundreds of autonomous vehicles),
which cannot meet the real-time requirements of collaborative
perception. Pruning can be used to optimize the solution.
Second, BlindSpotEliminator has not been tested on real-world
data. Since this paper designs traffic scenarios and data using
the CARLA simulator, it cannot fully represent the behavior
of vehicles in real-world traffic scenarios. As data collection
in the real world is time-consuming and expensive, paper [40],
paper [41], and paper [42] suggests using neural networks to
generate synthetic data, which is worth considering. Finally,
one of the assumptions of this paper is that all vehicles are
trustworthy, but in real-world scenarios, there are inevitably
malicious devices and nodes. Paper [43] considers a graph-
based learning approach to identify reliable vehicles in the
network, and future improvements to BlindSpotEliminator
should consider similar methods.
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